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should be a workshop developing the ability to express that thought in
the written form-that can and will be read. In the coalition of thought and
mode of expression we hope the talents that students bring to the law school
will be transferred to a new professional discipline, that a large view of the
profession may be caught from the daily example of the teaching staff.
To our readers we hope the Review will be a link back to younger quixotic
days-a link of understanding that will quicken the impulse of reflective and
original thought. What is needed is the awareness of what the issues of modern
professional life are and what action an individual can take. If this statement
of the place of the Review seems self-conscious, it is deliberately so, for what
can really be said except from a viewpoint. This editorial has been written to
state and ask acceptance of a viewpoint-that of the Review of this year, and
it is hoped, of those to come. Others will judge the excellence of this endeavour, but we will judge its worth.
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The Review is happy to announce the appointment of the senior staff for next year:
Bernard Green and G. L. Morris as Co-Editors, Spiros Loukidelis as Managing Editor and
E. H. Luck as Business Manager.

